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WE ARE HAVING A DINNER MEETING
THIS MONTH !
Good Sportsmanship is Worth More Than all the Fish in the Ocean

JUNE 2020

Baja Fishing Convoys is our speaker, and Orchid has a
very ***special virtual***
presentation for our club members.
Los Angeles Rod & Reel Club Dinner Meeting
Watch your email for further instuctions
Reserve Monday June 29, 2020 at 7:00 PM
for a LARRC Meeting and Guest Speaker!

RESERVE MONDAY, JUNE 29, 2020
7:00 PM

Dedicated to Fishing, Fun, Relaxation, and Companionship!

A Message from the President
By Ted Feit

The biggest day in the 2020 Southern California fishing scene so far was June 14th: it’s the day all of the landings were opened up and the fleet could go fishing again!
The boats had been shut down as a response to Covid19 and were sustaining a crippling financial loss. Anglers
and boat and landing operators did a great job in sending
letters to state and county officials. I would encourage
everyone to go fishing now as much as they can to support recreational Sportfishing.
However, Covid-19 is still with us and we must adapt
for the time being to the new normal. The responses of
the boats are all different and the angler should contact
the boat to find out their specific provisions. As a rule,
masks will be required, loads will be limited to 60% of capacity, and there will be 6 feet of rail space between anglers. The crew will sanitize common spaces in the galley
and boat interior. On overnight and longer trips, fisherman should bring their own sleeping bags (the crew will
sanitize the bank pads between trips).
The angler can minimize risk with a few additional
steps. Bring hand sanitizers and your own sanitizing spray.
Don’t mingle and congregate for too long and keep the
windows partly open in the galleys and interior rooms.
On overnight and longer trips you might want to consider bringing a small personal fan and use it to blow air
away from your face while sleeping. When sleeping in
cabins, leave the door to the cabin partly open. The best
mask to bring is a FDA registered high quality N95 mask.
This type of mask has at least 95% filtration efficiency
against non-aerosol based particles and aerosols. While
not available on Amazon, I was pleased to find that they
can be ordered directly from an American company
based in Santa Ana at canopusgroup.us. The price is not
too expensive: $19 for two plus shipping. I have them
and find that they are extremely comfortable to wear.
I encountered the “new normal” by fishing on the
Coral Sea out of Santa Barbara. At the dock, the passengers were required to attest that they did not have a
fever or recent contact with Covid-19 carriers. Galley
orders were taken by the crew and brought to you on
deck. The fish you caught were placed in your bag by the
crew. The anglers were good about wearing masks and
social distancing. It was too windy to go out to the islands, so we went up the coast. I stayed in the bow most
of the trip with my fellow bow mates. There was a
scratchy bite for middling size rock fish, but it was great
to be out on the water again.
Stay safe and fish!
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LARRC Annual Earl Warren Kids Trip

Dear Kids Trip Volunteers,
With all the uncertainty, turmoil, and fear surrounding
the Coronavirus scare; it is with a heavy heart, I need to
inform you that the LARRC Annual Earl Warren Kids Fishing Trip, scheduled for July13, 2020, has been cancelled.
The LA Rod and Reel Club has been sponsoring this
“higher purpose” event for 70 years. Many of you have help
with this event numerous times over the years.
The Club very much appreciates your willingness to step
up and be of service, to the at risk kids, in our Southern California community. It is our hope and prayer that we will be
able to resume this very worthwhile endeavor in July 2021.
Until then, stay healthy, have some fun and find ways to
go fishing.
Sincerely,
Richard Stone, Kids Trip Chairman

Special Thanks to John Ballotti

A letter from Larry Brown

Dear John,
Congratulations on receiving the 2019 Anthony Hsieh
Conservation Award. You have served LARRC, LARRC
Foundation, CCA, all sportﬁshing and all conservation matters
with enthusiasm, zeal and honor. All of your friends and
associates, including myself, are proud and honored to
know you. All ﬁsh, all anglers and all habitats beneﬁt from
your leadership. Thank you for taking the lead and
frequently thankless job navigating the abundant
challenges we have faced. There is a very special place for
you in Fish Heaven.
With best regards and appreciation,
Larry
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Yesteryear
By Mike Godfrey

s I was looking through pictures from “yesteryear” in my computer files, I came across the
picture of the largest dorado I ever caught. This
fish was in excess of 40 lbs and I caught it just off
the beach in Loreto, Mexico (circa 1985-1990). As
an inexperienced angler, I was using a jig master
with no customized gearing and 15 lbs monofilament. My battle with this fish took about 35 minutes in the panga (with the panguero yelling at me
to reel harder). I just took my time because I didn’t want to lose this fish. The jig master worked
well enough for me to eventually land this dorado.

A

King of the Bay
July 22nd
Newport Bay
Fishing starts around 6:30 AM

We are opening this event to Members that
might want to join us if they have a Boat to
fish the Bay (skiffs are already taken.)
No cost to private boaters
In Bay fishing only

FUN EVENT

For More Info. Call ... Steve: 818-469-7651 or
Joel: 818-384-2381

Great Salmon Run

Here’s the Road Sign:
"Drive Slowly, Fish Crossing Speed limit 40.”
This happens near the Skokomish River, Shelton, Washington,
every year when the river floods. The salmon take short cuts
and swim across the road to go upstream to spawn.
Here’s the video:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/67nksb65z3pclr8/Salmon%20on
%20the%20Street%20VIDEO-2018-12-22-22-42232.mp4?dl=0

Health and Happiness

L

inda Simon is our contact for
"Health and Happiness" Please contact Linda either by
phone (818-980-7470) or email
(simonmurphy08@sbcglobal.net)
for any information about our club
members/family - i.e., happy or sad
news; health issues; graduation or
congratulations, etc.
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IN LOVING MEMORY OF BERT SERDEN
By Barry Cohn

My great friend Bert Serden passed away this month. He was 95
years young.
Bert met his soon to be wife Meg, shortly after being released from
the army at the end of WWII. Meg was the love of his life. They were
about to celebrate their 68th wedding anniversary! They have four wonderful children, numerous grandchildren and five great grandkids by the
last count. The Serden clan is strong and loving. Bert and Meg worked
really hard to make it this way.
Bert had a huge number of friends, many of which I met at their annual New Year's Day open house. This was a continuous event, going
back 50 years or so.
I met Bert in 1984. It was at the Velvet Turtle in West Los Angeles at
a meeting of the WLA Rod & Reel Club. My family and career had developed to the point where I could start fishing again,
after a ten-year hiatus. I read in the Western Outdoor News that WLA would be having its monthly meeting and for further information to call Bert Serden. I did, and he invited me to attend. The night of the meeting, I walked into a room full
of strangers and had no idea what to expect. Bert immediately came up to me, put his arm around my shoulders and said
"Come on in kid. How about a scotch?" I will never forget this kind and warming greeting.
We quickly became friends and then the best of friends. And, of course, there was the fishing. We fished up and down
the California coast., Alaska, Vancouver, Mexico, Belize, Costa Rica and the Florida Keys. These trips were too numerous to to count, but I remember them all.
In addition to being a great friend and the best fishing buddy ever, he was a mentor to me. And by his example, he gave
me a great gift---he showed me how to grow older, without ever growing old.
I miss you Bert now and forever.

Four Corners Fly Fishing
By Barry Cohn

I was looking at some old photos, as many of us
are now doing in this C-19 era. I came across
these vintage pics of me back when I was into
fly-fishing.These were taken in the famous Four
Corners region where Colorado, New Mexico,
Utah and Arizona all meet. The first two were
on the San Juan River in New Mexico and the
others were on the Dolores River in Colorado.
This was in 1989. I barely recognize myself!
Good memories!!
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Covid-isms
2019: You see a man in a store wearing a mask and
think you are in danger.
2020: you see a man in a store not wearing a mask in a
store and think you are in danger.

Whoever owes you money, go to their house now. They
should be home.

Until further notice the days of the week are now
called Thisday, Thatday, Otherday, Someday, Yesterday,
Today and Nextday!

It’s like being 16 again, gas is cheap and I’m grounded.

Is your car getting 3 weeks per gallon now? Mine is.

Low gas prices during the lockdown is like a bald man
winning a hairbrush.

Just asked a 6-year-old if he understands why there is
no school. He said yes because they are out of toilet
paper.

In a month, 88% of blondes will disappear from the
earth.

After years of wanting to thoroughly clean my home
but lacking the time, this week I discovered that wasn’t
the reason.

All those grandparents who are missing their grandkids
now—once this is over you can have them for a
month.

If you thought toilet paper was crazy ... just wait until
300 million people all want a haircut appointment.

The spread of COVID-19 is based on two factors.
1. How dense the population is.
2. How dense the population is.

2020 is a unique Leap Year. It has 29 days in February,
300 days in March and 5 years in April.

And just like that, our pastor became a televangelist.

Wearing a mask inside your home is now highly recommended. Not so much to prevent COVID-19 but to stop
eating.
This cleaning with alcohol is total BS. NOTHING gets
done after that first bottle.
Kinda’ starting to understand why pets try to run out
of the house when the door opens.
My Mom always told me I wouldn’t accomplish anything by laying in the bed all day, but look at me now!
I’m saving the world!

Can we uninstall 2020? This version has a virus.
“Mom, is that offer to slap me into next year still on
the table?”
Powerball is up to an 18 pack of Charmin.
Let’s not tell some people when quarantine is over.
I’ve been trying to make hand sanitizer but it keeps
coming out rum and Coke.

In-Line Splice -

For Connecting Two Hollow Braided Lines Together

Occasionally you will lose a bunch of braided line from your reel from a tangle or saw off or notice abrasion deep in
the spool you want to cut out. The In-Line Splice is the perfect way to connect two hollow braided lines of the same
or different tests or diameters. There are no good schematics for this connection so the best way to learn it is to watch
one of the many videos available on the web and practice.
Here is one: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lTcDjIPkXGQ
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CALLING ALL COOKS
Donald Goldsobel’s

HOW ABOUT SMOKING…FISH THAT IS?
I am a great fan of smoked things, especially fish. I was introduced to a device called the Cameron Stove Top Smoker
while in culinary school. It costs less than $50 and it will last
a life-time. They smoked all sorts of things, chicken breasts,
trout, cheese, dough, ribs… you name it, they smoked it.This
is not a commercial for Cameron’s. I happen to like and use
their product. Stainless steel throughout. I use it on the side
burner of my BBQ. At school they used it on a commercial
stove top burner. The trick is to use the lowest flame while
smoking. But, I am getting ahead of myself. Here is where to
begin…with the fish. I use fillets.Whole fish that will fit in the
smoker are fine. My favorite is Sierra. It is moist, takes smoke
well and is absolutely delicious.Trout,Tuna,Yellowtail, Mackerel. These are all fish with a higher oil content. If you do not
mind it being a bit dry, try any kind of fish or shell fish. I have
had shrimp and scallops smoked and both were good. Scallops more so than shrimp.

We are going to start by brining the fish in a solution of 2/3
cup each of salt and sugar dissolved in 2 quarts of water.
Use any salt or sugar. Substitute apple juice or cider for part
of the water. Add anything in lieu of some of the water to
impart a desired flavor. Let the fish soak for two hours
under refrigeration or add some ice to the brine. After brining, blot the fish dry and place on a rack UNCOVERED in
the refrigerator overnight so that the fish begins to dry.The
smoke will not stick to wet fish. I cut the fish into small serving size pieces so more of the surface gets smoked.
The smoker: A steel pan with a ridged bottom, holding a
smaller pan with a rack. Sprinkle the bottom of the pan with
a handful of the shredded wood that comes with the
smoker. They give you 4 samples of oak, apple, alder and
hickory. I favor alder. Do not use more than a scant handful
scattered over entire bottom of the pan. Lay the fish on the
rack, not touching another piece of fish and place the pan
with the rack into the larger pan. Slide on the cover. Leave
it open a half-inch.

The Fire: Turn on your burner to high. Place the pan with
the cover open a half-inch over the flame. When there is
smoke coming from the opening, immediately turn the flame
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to the lowest possible and close the lid tightly.Walk away, set
the timer for 20 minutes.Yes, I said 20 minutes.Take it off the
flame and set it aside for 25 minutes. NO PEEKING! Any
fillet up to an inch will be done 45 minutes after you start.
All burners are of different capacity and efficiency. Experiment.
If you have a fish or a piece of meat higher than the smoker
with the top on, do not despair. Just leave off the top and use
a sheet of heavy duty foil to form a tightly sealed dome. I
told Jim O’Donnell about this and he cooked a tri tip roast
the first night he had it and raved.

Chicken and meat that starts from raw should cook longer.
Get out that thermometer.
Smoke a fish, have an adventure!
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Adventure into the Eastern Sierras in search of Gold
By Mark Manculich

Well, this past weekend turned out spectacular and that
is good as the Covid-19 monster cancelled our earlier in
the year, spring fishing trip. First time we had missed the
spring trip in over twenty years.
We departed Friday about noon for the long drive.Took
a quick break in Big Pine, headed down to the Owens. One
of our favorite spots was taken, so I took a look under the
bridge and viewed a nice school of fish. Usually these
schools are carp or suckers and a waste of time, but with
the lack of light, could not tell what they were. So I floated
some bait by them, and on the third pass, much to my surprise, I hauled in a healthy 14” Rainbow. I passed along to my
friend Steve, how I caught it, and let him have a go at them.
Not long after, he landed a fat 17” rainbow. Beautiful colors
on both.
After spending the evening in Bishop, knowing that Steve
likes to sleep in, I headed down East Line Street to the
Owens once again. In the course of an hour, picked up three
more healthy, colorful rainbows. The coloring was quite
dark, and with red hues. Not sure why that was the case, but
it was certainly a great way to start off the day.
After breakfast we were on our way to the off-road destination in our Jeeps. Heading West out of Bishop, up Coyote Creek. For those that are familiar, this route is nearly
parallel with the paved road that heads up to Lakes Sabrina,
Intake Two, North and South Lake. After 22 miles, two- and
one-half hours, of rough road, mud, and climbs we arrived at
our campsite. After setting up camp, we went exploring and
found a nice meadow with a meandering stream.This stream
held Brook Trout, some of them hybrid with Golden Trout.
These Brookies were holding the par marks of the Golden.
After we both limited on these little fellas, it was back to
camp for dinner, a campfire, and a few beers.
The next morning after enjoying fresh hot breakfast burritos we packed up for what would seem a moderate hike,
however, the altitude at over ten thousand feet can really be
a bear. We got to the undisclosed lake. The Golden Trout
were visible in the clear water, of course they were visible
the prior year, but failed to bite. This year, we were employing a new bait, crickets. Using my Tenkara rod, it took a
while, but, I finally caught one, and got it’s photo before releasing it. All fish were released on this trip. After catching
five on crickets, thought I would try small worms, easier to
get on the hook, and keep it on. Bam! Another Golden on
the line. This is when I decided to use a small lure on my
spinning rod/reel. Bam, bam! Wow, every thing is working
this year. Most of the fellas caught were under seven inches

in
length,
h o w e v e r,
larger ones
were
seen
following my
lure.They became a very elusive target. In the end, we both
caught limits, great for Steve, as it was his birthday.
Early Monday morning before packing up for the trip
home, I managed to catch another limit of Brook Trout.
Great company, weather, food and drink, off-roading, on top
of the best fishing, could not have been a better trip!

CALENDAR
Board Meeting
June 22, 2020

Held via Conference Call • 7pm

u

Dinner Meeting
June 29, 2020
Virtual Meeting

Please check your email for more info

u

JULY 13, 2020

D Trip
Earl Warren’s Memorial
LEKids’
L
E
C
ANLanding • San Pedro
22nd C
Street

Call Richard Stone for more info • 804-501-6669

u

JULY 21-22, 2020
D

E
King of the Calicos
CELLTournament

Contact Steve Simon or Joel Steinman for more information

CAN

u

AUgUst 3, 2020

D
LETrip
MarineC
Mentors’
L
E
CAN Marna Del Rey
Betty-O,

Contact Joel Steinman or Joseph M for more information

u

VeterAns’ trips

September 23, November 18
Marina Del Rey Sportfishing, Betty-O

Call Steve Simon for additional info • 818-469-7651

u

sAVe tHe DAte FOr 2021
February 22, 2021
ANNUAL AWARDS BANQUET
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Avoid Casting Accidents
By Larry Brown

Safety is extremely important on every sport boat. We will
have safety and tackle seminars and you will hear the captain and crew members explain the correct way to cast a
bait, jig or bomb. Please don’t think because you have been
fishing for 30 years the advice and teaching does not apply to
you. I see many experienced anglers turn their head away
from the jig or baited hook during their cast and/or not yell
a warning to other anglers, such as ”going out, casting, heads
up.” Sharp hooks, rocking boats and unaware or careless
anglers are a very dangerous combination. If everybody follows the safe casting practices we can avoid serious injuries.
If one angler hooks another it may end the trip for all of us.
So, when casting please ALWAYS;
1.
Look around deliberately to assure a crew member or
fellow angler is not in or walking towards the path your hook
will be launched.
2.
Give a “LOUD” call out, “casting, low bridge or going
out” before you start your cast.
3.
Make sure your shout has been heard and acknowledged by anglers or crew members immediately in or ap-

proaching your casting radius.
4.
Never take your eyes off your jig or hooked bait. This
means your head will be facing backwards,AWAY FROM THE
WATER, until the jig or bait has passed over the rail. You will
never miss the water.
Two other important safety habits:
1.
After your fish is gaffed, immediately put your reel in
free spool and point your rod straight up to the sky. Do not
have any tension on your line and follow your gaffed fish to
the back of the boat still with your rod tip pointed up. This
will avoid poking eyes out and having a hook under tension
rip out of the fish and hook an angler or crew member.
2.
When storing your rod in your designated rod holders along the side of the boat secure your hooks and jigs in
back of your reel to avoid hooking anglers and crew members in the arms as they walk or run up and down the side
of the boat or hand if they reach out to stabilize themselves
when conditions are rocky..
Shit does happen but this shit is totally avoidable. Make a
commitment to being safe.

Biting Bass
By Joel Steinman

I was fishing with Dan Tropeda on Castiac last Tuesday
from the trip I bought at the banquet.
I managed 5 small mouth bass, 1 stripe bass and 9
large mouth bass.
It was great getting out.
“Bass bass bass at Castaic
Lake yesterday! I finally
caught one after all these
years, Jim caught 7 large
mouth and Ian caught a
small mouth bass!!!! It was
a fun afternoon to see how
the boat runs and hope to
catch a fish. Jim was
teaching Kevin where to
go to fish and how to maneuver the boat along the
shore.”
8
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TROPHY CONTENDERS 2020
SPECIES

LINE ANGLER
TEST

MEN’S OCEAN WATER
White Sea Bass

MEN’S FLY ROD

MEN’S FRESH WATER

Bass, Lg Mouth
Bass, Lg Mouth
Bass, Lg Mouth
Bass, Lg Mouth
Bass, Lg Mouth
Bass, Sm Mouth
Bass, Striped

60

4
4
6
6
7
7
7

MEN’S OCEAN RELEASED
WOMEN’S OCEAN WATER

Tuna, Bluefin
Tuna, Bluefin
Tuna, Bluefin
White Sea Bass

40
80
80
50

as of May 31, 2020

Allen Brodetsky

Steve Simon
Steve Simon
Joel Steinman
Paul Varenchik
Joel Steinman
Joel Steinman
Joel Steinman

Cathy Needleman
Cathy Needleman
Cathy Needleman
Cathy Needleman

LBS.
36

4

OZ.
5

11
Released
Released
Released
Released
Released
Released

110
126
121
36

0
0
0
0

SPECIES

WOMEN’S FLY ROD

LINE ANGLER
TEST

WOMEN’S FRESH WATER
Steelhead
Steelhead
Steelhead
Steelhead

WOMEN’S RELEASED
JUNIOR MEMBERS

FIRST GAME FISH OF
THE YEAR
White Sea Bass

FIRST ALBACORE
OF THE YEAR

LBS.

OZ.

12
12
12
12

Cathy Needleman
Cathy Needleman
Cathy Needleman
Cathy Needleman

11
9
8
6

0
0
0
0

50

Cathy Needleman
May 7, 2020

36

0

Los Angeles Rod and Reel Club Foundation & AmazonSmile

What is AmazonSmile?
AmazonSmile is a simple and automatic way for you to support your favorite charitable organization
every time you shop, at no cost to you. When you shop at smile.amazon.com, you’ll find the exact same
low prices, vast selection and convenient shopping experience as Amazon.com, with the added bonus that
Amazon will donate a portion of the purchase price to your favorite charitable organization. You can
choose from nearly one million organizations to support.
How do I shop at AmazonSmile?
To shop at AmazonSmile simply go to smile.amazon.com from the web browser on your computer or
mobile device.You may also want to add a bookmark to smile.amazon.com to make it even easier to return and start your shopping
at AmazonSmile.
Which products on AmazonSmile are eligible for charitable donations?
Tens of millions of products on AmazonSmile are eligible for donations.You will see eligible products marked “Eligible for AmazonSmile
donation” on their product detail pages. Recurring Subscribe-and-Save purchases and subscription renewals are not currently eligible.
Can I use my existing Amazon.com account on AmazonSmile?
Yes, you use the same account on Amazon.com and AmazonSmile.Your shopping cart, Wish List, wedding or baby registry, and other
account settings are also the same.
How do I select a charitable organization to support when shopping on AmazonSmile?
On your first visit to AmazonSmile (smile.amazon.com), you need to select a charitable organization – Los Angeles Rod and Reel Club
Foundation- to receive donations from eligible purchases before you begin shopping.We will remember your selection, and then every
eligible purchase you make at smile.amazon.com will result in a donation.
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CHARTERS 2020
DATE Destination
Jul 21Jul 22

Trueline Overnight - King of the Calicos

AvailabilIty

Jul 26Aug 3

Intrepid - 8-Day

OPEN

Aug 1Aug 3

Pacific Dawn, 2-Day Offshore Charter

Aug 29

ED
L
L
E
C
N
CA

Prime time offshore fishing for yellowfin and bluefin
tuna. Leaves on a Sunday - NO rush hour stress!
Dock Location: Intrepid Sportfishing, San Diego, CA

D
E
L
Targeting yellowfin tuna, bluefin
tuna,
yellowtail
L
E
dorado, etc. Mexican
permit
included
in fee.
C
N
Dock Location:
Fisherman’s Landing, San Diego, CA
A
MakeC
check payable to LARRC. Mail to Mark Manculich
18440 Tribune St., Northridge, CA 91326

Monte Carlo, Twlight

D
E
Local twilight trip targeting SandL
Bass,
Calico Bass and
L of Yellowtail and Barracuda
other bottom fish with a possiblity
E
C
Cost includes crew
Ngratuity. Dock location - 22nd St. Landing
CA
San Pedro,
CA. Make check payabe to LARRC Mail to -

Andrew Ratzky 23297 Park Ensenada, Calabasas, CA 91302

Cost: $225 (payment in full holds spot)
Limit - 20 anglers

Contact Joel Steinman
818-469-2326
Call before mailing a check

SOLD OUT*

Cost: $4,495
Limit - 22 anglers, limited load

OPEN

Cost: TBD
Limit - 17 anglers

OPEN

Cost: $84 (payment in full holds spot)
Limit - 28 anglers

Sep 1Sep 6

Red Rooster III - 5-Day Charter

OPEN

Sep 11Sep 12

Trueline Overnight

OPEN

Oct 3Oct 10

10

Tournament with ten two-man teams targeting Calico Bass
Cost includes tournament, t-shirt, prizes and gratuity
Dock Location - 22nd St Landing, San Pedro, CA
Check payable to: LARRC Mail to Joel Steinman
5826 Ostrom, Encino, CA 91316

contact

NEW CLUB CHARTER Great time of the year to fish
for yellowfin tuna, bluefin tuna, yellowtail and dorado.
Guadalupe Island is an option!
Dock Location: Lee Palm Sportfishing, San Diego, CA

D
E
Departs 8PM Sept. 11 and returns
6PM Sept. 12
L
L
E
Overnight trip to Catalina.
Cost includes crew gratuity.
C
Dock location:
St. Landing, San Pedro, CA
AN22nd
Cpayable
Check
to LARRC. Mail to: Andrew Ratzky
23297 Park Ensenada, Calabasas, CA 91302

Royal Star - 7-Day

Great Fall fishing with a great group of anglers.
Guadalupe Island is an option. Leaves and returns
on a Saturday - NO rush hour traffic stress.
Best deal of the year!
Dock Location: Royal Star Sportfishing, San Diego, CA

Cost: $2,525
Limit - 25 anglers, limited load

Cost: $235 (payment in full holds spot)
Limit - 18 anglers, LARRC reserves the
right to overbook by two spots.

SOLD OUT*

Cost: $3,595
Limit - 20 anglers, limited load

Contact Steve
619-224-4088
www.fishintrepid.com
Contact Mark Manculich
818-613-6575
mmanculich@socal.rr.com
Contact Mark prior to mailing

Contact Andrew before mailing
check to confirm avaiability
aratzky@att.net

Contact Maria
619-224-3857
office@redrooster3.com
Contact Andrew prior to mailing
check to confirm availability.
aratzky@att.net

Contact Tracy
619-224-4764
rs@royalstarsportfishing.com
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CHARTERS 2020 Con’t
DATE Destination
Oct 31Nov 10

Intrepid 10-Day

Perfect variety trip to destinations such as The Ridge
and Alijo Rocks for tuna, wahoo, dorado, yellowtail and
grouper. Saturday departure!
Dock Location: Intrepid Sportfishing, San Diego, CA

AvailabilIty

contact

Cost: $4,960
Limit - 22 anglers, limited load

Contact Steve
619-224-4088
steve@fishintrepid.com

SOLD OUT*

* Always call for the standby list on sold out trips 310-435-8365
NOTE:

LARRC members signing up for club charters are obligated to pay full fare in the event they cannot make the trip. The club will attempt to fill your space and
you may try to do the same in a timely manner. There may be surcharges this year based on fuel price increases. Bunks are assigned by the charter master in
order received. So book early! If you have any special needs please make the charter master aware of them at the time of booking.

Contact Andrew Ratzky - Aratzky@att.net

LARRC Club Charters in BLUE Larry Brown Shared Charters in GREEN

Earn Money for LARRC Foundation By Shopping at Ralphs!

Here’s How:

Step #1: Enroll in the Ralphs Reward Program if you are not currently enrolled.

Step #2: Print out this page and take it with you the next time you shop at Ralphs.

Step #3: At check-out, have the LARRC barcode swiped by the cashier together with your Ralphs Rewards Card/phone number.

Notice: The Ralphs LARRC Barcode needs to be swiped only once to link your Rewards Card to LARRC.
Future shopping trips will help raise money for LARRC when you use your Ralphs Reward Card at check-out.

Los Angeles Rod & Reel Club Foundation

Tribute Opportunity

Tribute Cards are available when you want to send your thoughts or feelings for –
• Congratulations
• Illness
• New Home

• Graduation
• Anniversary
• Appreciation
• Best Wishes
• Baby Announcement
• Bar/Bat Mitzvahs
• In Memorandum
Your LARRC Foundation is a charitable organization. Donations maybe deducted. Tributes will be posted in
the Chum Line. Tribute cards will be sent to recipient.
Information Request and Donations may be addressed to:
Mrs. Tammy Steinman
5826 Ostrom Avenue, Encino, CA 91316
818-987-2645 • 818-345-6104 Fax • tammy2508@socal.rr.com
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Los Angeles Rod & Reel Club

Tog
e

ther Since 1950

c/o Theodore Feit, M.D.
2601 W. Alameda Avenue, Ste 314
Burbank, CA 91505
Email: tedfeit@gamil.com
Phone: 818-636-6463

MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION

Contact Richard Stone at 805-501-6669
Email: richardstone@specialtyrepswest.com

hum Line

Published by the Los Angeles Rod & Reel Club @ www.larrc.org
Facebook: www.facebook.com/LosAngelesRodandReelClub
Editors: Sophia Huynh (fishnsoph@gmail.com) & Donald Goldsobel (donald@dgoldsobel.com)

2020 OFFICERS

President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Historian

Ted Feit
Andrew Ratzky
Mark Manculich
John Ballotti
Mark Manculich

Ted Feit
Andrew Ratzky
Mark Manulich
Dave Morgan

John Goss
John Ballotti
Keith Heerdt
Donald Goldsobel

2020 BOARD OF DIRECTORS

2020 FOUNDATION TRUSTEES

Joel Steinman, Chairman
Ron Glider
Pamela Warren
Steve Simon
Joe Mahfet, Jr.
Michael Godfrey
Scott Schiffman

2020 COMMITTEE CHAIRPERSONS

Apparel
Steve Simon
Awards Banquet 2021
Ted Feit
By-laws and Legal
Randy Sharon
Charters
Andrew Ratzky
Chum Line Editors
Sophia Huynh & Donald Goldsobel
Communications
Scott Schiffman & Mike Godfrey
Dinner Meetings
Mike Godfrey
Dinner Speakers
Mike Hartt
Elections
Mark Manculich
Environmental Affairs
Eric Rogger
Fishing Records
Joel Steinman
Fly Fishing
Rob Baldwin
Health and Happenings
Linda Simon
Membership
Richard Stone
Raffles
Scott Schiffman
Tackle Management Club
Mark Manculich
Tax Consultant
Keith Heerdt
Trips:
Earl Warren’s Annual Kids' Fishing Trip
Richard Stone
John Goss
Andrew Ratzky
Louis Berke Trout Derby
Steve Simon
Bill Alpert King of the Calicos Steve Simon & Joel Steinman
Frank Polak Marine Mentors' Trip
Scott Schiffman
Veterans’ Trip
Steve Simon
Trophies
Sophia Huynh
Webmaster
Scott Schiffman
Yearbook
Ted Feit

